
 

Question Scheme Marks AOs 

5 (a) Uses 115 28 5 (17.4)d d= + ⇒ =   M1 3.1b 

Uses 28 2 ''17.4 '' ...+ × =   M1 3.4 

                                   = 62.8 (km h -1 )                                 A1 1.1b 

 (3)  

(b) Uses 5115 28 (1.3265)r r= ⇒ =   M1 3.1b 

Uses 428 ''1.3265 '' ...× =   or 115
''1.3265''

  M1 3.4 

                                   = 86.7 (km h -1 )                                 A1 1.1b 

 (3)  

(6 marks) 

Notes: 
  

 
(a) 
M1:  Translates the problem into maths using nth term ( 1)a n d= + −   and attempts to find d    

         Look for either 115 28 5 ...d d= + ⇒ =  or an attempt at 115 28
5
−  condoning slips 

         It is implied by use of 17.4d =   Note that 115 28 6 ...d d= + ⇒ =  is M0 
M1:  Uses the model to find the fastest speed the car can go in 3rd gear using 28 2 '' ''d+  or equivalent. 
         This can be awarded following an incorrect method of finding  ''d''  

A1:    62.8 km/ h   Lack of units are condoned.  Allow exact alternatives such as 314
5                             

(b) 
M1: Translates the problem into maths using nth term 1nar −=   and attempts to find r    
         It must use the 1st and 6th gear and not the 3rd gear found in part (a)  

         Look for either 5115 28 ...r r= ⇒ =   o.e.  or 5
115
28  condoning slips. 

         It is implied by stating or using awrt 1.33r =     

M1: Uses the model to find the fastest speed the car can go in 5th gear using 428 '' ''r×  or 115
'' ''r

 o.e. 

         This can be awarded following an incorrect method of finding ''r'' 
          A common misread seems to be finding the fastest speed the car can go in 3rd gear as in (a).  
          Providing it is clear what has been done, e.g. 2

3 28 '' ''u r= ×  it can be awarded this mark.    
A1: awrt 86.7 km/h     Lack of units are condoned. Expressions must be evaluated.                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 


